Battalion Drill. Considering the short time in which it has practiced, the work of the Battalion was very satisfactory, and gives good promise of a splendid exhibition in the latter part of the year. The Interscholastic Competition was entered into by fifteen schools, for the most part in the close vicinity of Boston. The judges were Capt. P. P. Powell, 9th U. S. Cavalry, 1st Lieut. T. Q. Ashburn, 7th U. S. Artillery, and 2d Lieut. M. J. McDonough (West Point, '99). The first place was awarded to C. M. Bull, representing the St. John's School of Manlius, N. Y., thus giving that school eight points. The other winning schools, named in the order of the number of points won, are Lowell High, New Bedford High, East Boston High, Brockton High, Stoneham High, and Gloucester High. President Crafts of the Institute made the presentation speech to the winning representatives. Altogether the drill was very satisfactory, and Captain Bordman is to be congratulated.

M. I. T. at the Boston College Games.

Tech. was well represented among the entries for these games Saturday night, and her representatives figured well in the finals. In the 40-yard novice dash Hall was the only M. I. T. entry, and he had everything his own way, winning the preliminary, semifinals, and final heats as he pleased, in \( \frac{4}{5} \) seconds.

In the 40-yard handicap Tech. qualified all of her five entries in the semifinals, Nolte, Shephard, and Horr scoring wins in their preliminary trials, and Rowe and Hall with seconds. In the semifinals, however, all except Hall were dropped out. The latter was in good shape, and it looked as if he would repeat Sheuber's trick at the B. A. A. games by winning both the novice and the handicap events. The approach of the team race, however, prevented Hall from starting in the finals.

R. P. Priest started in the 440-yard invitation with Holland, of Boston College, and Fish, of Harvard. Holland took the lead, with Fish and Priest close up. Holland and Fish set a fast clip; but Priest refused to be shaken, although he was unable to pass either. The trio finished in this order, with about 3 yards between Holland and Priest, in the fast time of \( 54\frac{1}{5} \) seconds. This was a very good showing for Priest, as he had shortly before run a hard relay in the team race.

In the 45-yard hurdles, from the 5-foot mark, Shephard had no trouble in winning his preliminary and semifinal heats, and in the finals he was given second place to Ris-tine, of Harvard, in a very close decision. The other Tech. entries did good work, but were not placed in the finals.

The team race with Columbia was the event that struck joy to the Tech. heart. Columbia was reputed to have one of the fastest teams running, and this is undoubtedly a fact; so the result of this race was watched with great interest, not only by Tech. students, but by the collegiate world.

Hall and Reynolds lined up for the first relay, and with the report of the pistol, both men were off like a flash. Hall's sprint, however, was too much for the Columbia man, and at the first corner he was forced to drop in behind, and the New Yorker's chances ended right there. Hall simply ran away from his man, and touched MacMaster's hand eight yards ahead of his rival. Mosenthal, the crack half miler, then essayed to cut down the lead, but "Mac" was running in beautiful form and refused to yield an inch. For two laps the Columbia man held his own, and then he began to show the effects of the hot pace, and "Mac" increased the lead to 15 yards as he turned it over to Priest. The latter was altogether too fast for Stevens, and had no trouble in lengthening out the gap to 25 yards. "Billy" Garrett took the last relay for Tech., and "Maxy" Long was Columbia's last runner. Long is one of the fastest men in the country at a quarter of a mile, and the crowd looked in eager expect-